ADOPT AN ARTIFACT
Items like this silk gown from the 1870s need your help! Adopt a
collection or artifact of your interest, and help the Center to fund vital
conservation efforts. Donors will be identified on exhibition labels
whenever their adopted item(s) are displayed.
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Center for Sacramento History
551 Sequoia Pacific Boulevard
Sacramento, CA 95811-0229
TEL (916) 808-7072 FAX (916) 808-7582
www.centerforsacramentohistory.org
Find us under “Sacramento History” on Facebook, Flickr, and YouTube.
Administration Hours
Monday – Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (closed during noon hour)
Research Hours
By appointment only, call for available times
Parking is free and plentiful.

The Center for Sacramento History, a joint Sacramento city/county agency,
is the historical research center for the Sacramento region.

www.centerforsacramentohistory.org

The Sacramento History Foundation is a non profit 501(C)(3) tax-exempt organization
supporting the mission of the Center for Sacramento History.

www.sacramentohistoryfoundation.org

TOUR INFORMATION

Founded in 1953, the Center for Sacramento
History is funded by the City and the County of
Sacramento and is the repository and research
center for City and County historic collections.
These collections are held in the public trust and
reflect the many aspects of the social, economic,
political, geographic, and cultural history of the
Sacramento region.

Exclusive, behind-the-scenes opportunities to view over 150-years
of rare and never-before-exhibited historic artifacts. Guests will
venture into the vault, where the Center preserves the historic records
and material culture of Sacramento, and enjoy the chance to view
a large selection of the year’s themed textile collection. Professional
curators and historians offer a glimpse of the context and historic
value of the pieces, while allowing guests to have an up-close look at
their workmanship and charm. Contact us at (916) 808-7072 or
www.centerforsacramentohistory.org to see about scheduling a private
tour with your group. Limit 20 guests per tour.

TEXTILE COLLECTIONS
The Center for Sacramento History holds thousands of items in our
textile collection. These range from the elaborate gowns of high
profile individuals like Mrs. Leland Stanford, to items made and worn
by Sacramento’s diverse residents, documenting life and fashion in
Sacramento throughout the 19th and 20th centuries.
The Textile Tour program offers a unique opportunity for our
community to see and experience Sacramento’s heritage in a whole
new way ~ Inside the Vault. The proceeds from this program go
directly to help preserve the textile collection for future generations.

ABOUT THE PROGRAM
Textile Tours vary each year and focus on a specific portion of the
textile collection. The tours allow visitors the unique experience of
entering into the Center’s storage vault where the collections are
stored. This one-of-a-kind behind the scenes tour is not to be missed.
Annual tours may include a range of artifacts such as men’s, women’s,
and children’s hats, shoes, purses, furs, uniforms, wedding dresses,
bathing suits, etc…
The Center offers multiple one-hour tours per day for one special
week. This is a rare opportunity to experience large portions of the
collection. The expedition into the vault highlights themed samples of
the textile collection for an in-depth and personal look. Experts will
be on hand to provide additional information and interpretation.

DO YOU WANT TO BE PART OF HISTORY?
If you have a vintage textile collection from a Sacramento maker or
family, consider donating it and helping to save Sacramento’s historic
treasures. The Center accepts permanent donations of artifacts and
documents in any format that relate to the history of the Sacramento
region. Materials need not be monetarily valuable, organized, “old”
or related to a prominent entity or event in order to be historically
significant. While the Center cannot accept everything that may be
offered, it welcomes the opportunity to review material. Donors should
contact the Center at (916) 808-7072.

